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Introduction 
The aim of the SEM observations is: 

1. To identify the machining quality (machining marks, burrs) and the general surface 
quality of AS before operation at high power; 

2. To characterize the surface after operation. 

3. To compare and if it is possible to put in relation individual post mortem features with 
features observed before operation; 

 

 

 



What does a hot cell 
look like? 
 
Most recent example: TD24R05 tested at CERN 
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CELL #5 

DS  

Beam 

US Cell 26: output 
coupler 

Cell 25: last 
regular 

Cell 1: input 
coupler 

Cell 2: first 
regular 

Nomenclature 

Cell 5  hot cell/ iris developed during high power 
operations (W. Farabolini) 

High gradient summary 

TD24 R= 0.5 mm, is the radius between 
bottom part of waveguide and it's wall  



SEM CERN 
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EDM wire cutting at CERN* 
Transverse cutting of the two extremities  

Slicing of cells number 4-5-6 & 22-23 for iris inspection by SEM 
Cell 22 (cutting in quarters)  sent to collaborators 

SEM CERN & CLIC collaborators 



What does a hot cell look like? 
US cell #5_Example of the general aspect of the iris region 

In previous structures, hot cell implies higher surface 
degradation, but not in TD24 R05  Conditioning effect?? 



30 um 

• The marking and counting of craters and affected sites was done manually due to the current absence of 
an automatic analysis software that can recognize the variable shapes and sizes. 

 
• It’s important to remark that the proximity between craters and their overlapping, can result on a 

conservative estimation of the total number.  



Iris Ø≈ 6.033 mm 

Beam stream 

observer 

waveguides 
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Total number cell #4: 755 
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Total number cell #4: 755 
Total number cell #5: 790 (Hot cell?)  



Have we made progress 
joining disks?  
 
B-field arcs 
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Cell 18 – up stream 

Diffusion 
bonding plane 

Cell wall of DISC 11 

Backside of DISC 12 

TD18 KEK/SLAC  
Sharp edge 



TD18 KEK/SLAC 

TD24 R05 CERN 

Cell #23 US 

Redesign  apparent reduction of B-arcs presence 

Diffusion 
bonding plane 

Diffusion 
bonding plane 

R= 50 μm 

Sharp edge 



How do DC and RF 
breakdowns compare? 
 
DC-Spark testing, FGS… 
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Anode BD's nr ≈ 3.400 
Affected area≈ 2.5%  

Cathode BD's nr ≈ 3.550 
Affected area≈ 2.7%  

Measured nr of BKD 
during the testing ≈ 

2.500 
(Data from N. Shipman) 

> 

≈ 

Anode Cathode 

BD's nr and distribution in large electrodes: 

Automatic “particle” 
analysis performed with 

AxioVision SE64 Zeiss 
software 



BD's distribution: 

Spots have identical distribution and size in both electrodes (Ø ≈ 200um)  

Anode - cathode  

Seems that large electrodes are useful tools for better understanding of surface integrity 
influence (and others) in breakdowns 



DC sample (Large electrode) 

T18 KEK/SLAC 
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TD18 KEK/SLAC 

DC sample (tip) 



Catalogue of features 
related with BD activity 
 
Craters, WLF… 
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Small sizes: diameter < 1 µm 

New features 

Color contrast (WLF) 



10 μm 

“Satellites”: Already observed in AS post-mortem analysis or DC-Spark tested samples 

Prelude of craters or a form of very soft breakdown? 

TD18 KEK/SLAC DC-spark sample 



Some brunches have a relief   
but others are visible due to a color contrast 

Interconnection between 
different sites 

Sometimes the brunches end in a 
small crater 

WLF  Structure T24 post mortem analysis 

Only color contrast 



Sites without central  crater  What’s the chronology??  

Different features in the same iris (DS cell #3) 

Isolated crater Craters in clusters 

US cell #23 

Counted like one event or several?? 



The brunches are not stopped by the GB  Independent of crystallographic orientation? 



Summary: 
 The post-mortem study allows us to compare post mortem features with features 

observed before operation. 

 In the specific case of the structure TD24 R05: 

 The hot cell presented same surface damage as surrounding cells; 

 Changes in design resulted in a better join and lower presence of B-field arcs 

(at least in studied cells)  Important progress 

  SEM observation confirmed the presence of a great variety of BD 

morphologies consistent with features observed previously in DC samples; 

 New observed features: Changes in the conditioning process could be the 

origin of this form of very soft breakdown 
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Thank you for your attention. 

Questions? 



Backup 
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TD24R05 tested in Xbox1 
History plot 



BD location determination 

 Dt between Reflected rising edge and 
Transmitted falling edge 

(BD start) 
 

Reflected 
rising edge 

Transmitted 
falling edge 

  Dt (correlation) between Input falling 
edge and Reflected falling edge 

(BD end) 
 

Input  
falling edge 

Reflected 
falling edge 

1st method 

2nd method 

(echo) 

• Edge detection is always tricky especially for the transmitted signal (BD ignition time) 

• Cross-correlation method is much more robust but possibly biased (needs strong and 
structured Reflected signal) 

HG2013 3-6 may 2013 Trieste 34 W. Farabolini  

time time 

time 

time 



BD location histogram for all files 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/245702/ 
W. Farabolini – 11.09.2013 

• Really no hot cell    
(nor cold one !)
   
    

TD24R05 Feb. & Mar. TD24R05 May. & Jun. 

• No hot cell so far     
  TD24R05 :  

slide 4 

slide 5 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/245702/

